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Abstract

A likelihood-based method for determining the sub-structure of anomalously-scattering atoms in 

macromolecular crystals can allow successful structure determination by single-wavelength 

anomalous diffraction (SAD) X-ray analysis with weak anomalous signal. Along with use of 

partial models and electron density maps in searches for anomalously-scattering atoms, testing of 

alternative values of parameters, and parallelized automated model-building, this method has the 

potential for extending the applicability of the SAD method in challenging cases.

Single-wavelength anomalous diffraction (SAD phasing) is the dominant X-ray 

crystallographic method for determination of macromolecular structures by experimental 

phasing, accounting for 73% of such deposits in the Protein Data Bank1 in 2013 

(www.pdb.org). In the SAD method, the X-ray diffraction from anomalously-scattering 

atoms in a molecule provides X-ray phase information for the entire crystal structure2,3. The 

anomalous differences between X-ray amplitudes for “Bijvoet pairs” of reflections related 

by inversion are used first to find the positions of the anomalously-scattering atoms, known 

as the substructure, that are consistent with these differences4,5. In a second step in structure 

determination, the sub-structure is used along with the X-ray data (including Bijvoet pairs) 

to estimate phases for the entire structure and to calculate an electron density map2,6,7,8. The 

phases can then be improved in a third step by an iterative process of phase improvement, 

model-building, and refinement9, which can often yield an accurate electron density and a 

relatively complete model.
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The SAD phasing method can be challenging if the anomalous signal-to-noise ratio is 

low10,11. The magnitudes of the anomalous differences between Bijvoet pairs of reflections 

depend on the types and numbers of anomalously scattering atoms in the structure and the 

wavelength of data collection, and their accuracy depends on the details of data collection, 

particularly the number of times each X-ray reflection is measured. In experiments using 

small numbers of selenium atoms in SAD phasing of large structures, in sulfur SAD 

phasing, and in recent experiments using X-ray lasers with SAD phasing, exceptional efforts 

may be necessary in order to obtain sufficient signal-to-noise12,13.

A step that can be particularly difficult when the signal-to-noise is low is identifying the 

positions of the anomalously-scattering atoms in a structure. The sub-structure is often 

determined using “dual-space” algorithms based on the anomalous differences and 

alternating real-space peak-picking with reciprocal-space direct methods phase 

improvement4,5. Possible sub-structures generated by dual-space algorithms are scored 

based on agreement between the structure factors calculated from the sub-structure model 

and the measured anomalous differences.

Here we introduce the use of a likelihood function to find the sub-structure7. The SAD 

likelihood function describes the probability of measuring the observed data given a model 

of the sub-structure and can be used to rank possible substructures. Likelihood functions 

have been used for some time for estimation of crystallographic phases using the anomalous 

data and the substructure7,8 and for finding missing sites in a nearly complete sub-

structure6,14,15. We find candidate partial sub-structures from the anomalous difference 

Patterson function and use likelihood-based maps to complete the sub-structure and the SAD 

likelihood function to evaluate potential solutions. We compared the dual-space completion 

and correlation-based scoring method of finding the anomalously-scattering substructure 

with the log-likelihood gradient map (LLG) completion and SAD likelihood-based approach 

(Fig. 1). We took datasets with known structures from the Protein Data Bank1 (PDB, 

www.pdb.org). The 162 datasets include anomalous signal from selenium, iodine, mercury, 

iron and zinc, contain from one to 74 anomalously-scattering atoms in the asymmetric unit, 

and have high-resolution limits from 1 Å to 3.3 Å. Most of these SAD datasets were taken 

from multiwavelength experiments and include not just the “peak” wavelength with 

maximal anomalous signal, but also weaker remote and inflection data that were not 

previously used alone to determine structures. The anomalous signal in these datasets was 

evaluated as the mean height of electron density (in units of the rms of the map) at positions 

of atoms in the known substructure in an anomalous difference Fourier map calculated with 

phases based on the deposited structure. Implementations of each approach within the same 

software (HySS16 in the Phenix software suite17) were used in this comparison.

We determined the fraction of sites identified correctly for each dataset using dual-space 

completion and correlation-based scoring (Fig. 1a). For datasets with anomalous signal less 

than 7.5 none of the substructures could be determined (with at least 50% of the sites found); 

for those above 7.5, 71% could be determined. We carried out the same analysis using LLG 

completion and likelihood-based scoring of solutions (Fig. 1b). With the likelihood-based 

approach, nearly all (96%) of those with signal over 7.5 along with some of the 

substructures (4%) for datasets with signal below 7.5 could be determined. This difference is 
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substantial because it means that 37 more of the 162 substructures could be determined by 

LLG completion and likelihood-based scoring than by dual-space completion and structure 

factor correlation scoring.

We carried out a second test of the likelihood-based methods for substructure determination 

using sulfur-SAD datasets that had been collected to test multi-crystal approaches for cases 

with a weak anomalous signal10. In that work, sulfur-SAD anomalous data was collected 

from 7 crystals of the membrane protein CysZ (PDB entry 3tx3) at a wavelength of 1.7432 Å 

to a resolution of 2.3 Å and were merged to form a composite dataset. The anomalous 

substructure could be determined with the 7-crystal dataset and with at least some 

combinations of datasets assembled from three or more crystals10. We created a set of 28 

merged datasets using from one to 7 crystals and tested likelihood-based substructure 

determination using each original or merged dataset. To check whether the likelihood-based 

methods are comparable to implementations of dual-space methods in other software 

packages, we carried out Shelxc/d dual-space substructure determination5,18 with the same 

datasets. We examined the number of sites correctly identified as a function of the 

anomalous signal in these datasets (Fig. 2a). In our tests, dual-space substructure 

determination succeeded in at least some cases for merged datasets with an anomalous 

signal of about 8.4 or greater, while likelihood-based determination succeeded in cases with 

an anomalous signal as low as 7.4. The same data are plotted as a function of the number of 

crystals used in each merged dataset (Fig. 2b). The likelihood-based approach was 

successful in identifying the sulfur substructure in four of the eight two-crystal datasets 

examined. Beginning with the two-crystal merged dataset and sulfur-substructure (marked 

with an arrow in Fig. 2b) and the sequence of the protein, the number of sulfur atoms, and 

the wavelength of X-ray data collection, the automated structure determination algorithm 

described below yielded a high-quality electron density map (Fig. 2c). The resulting model 

produced a free R-value of 0.26 and had 435 of 453 residues assigned to sequence. 

Comparisons with algorithms implemented by other groups are difficult to carry out without 

bias. The developers of an algorithm are normally more expert at using their software than 

that of others, and comparison software is normally static while the software being 

developed may be optimized using the test data. In this CysZ comparison we attempted to 

reduce the expertise effect by using very extensive searches with Shelxc/d. The Phenix 

software does however have the advantage of having been developed, and choices of 

strategies and default parameter values made, in the presence of this data and of all the other 

data used in this work. We tested whether this use of the data in development affected the 

results of this test by re-analyzing all the datasets (Fig. 2a) with Phenix code developed prior 

to any use with this data (see Online Methods). This analysis yielded numbers of correct 

sites very similar to those for the fully-developed Phenix version (maximum difference of 

two sites, mean difference of less than 0.1 sites). Overall we find that likelihood-based 

methods can be exceptionally powerful for sub-structure solution in a challenging case such 

as this CysZ membrane protein structure.

Once the sub-structure is identified, it is used along with the original data to estimate 

crystallographic phases2,6,7,8. This is typically followed by iterative phase improvement, 

model-building and refinement9. Our approach for phase improvement once the substructure 
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is determined has four key features. These are the use of statistical density modification19 

for integrating information from density modification with phase information from the 

anomalous differences, optimization of parameters during the structure determination 

process, iteration14,15 of the process of identifying the positions of anomalously-scattering 

atoms, calculating phases, and density modification, and parallel automated model-building.

We applied likelihood-based substructure determination and our enhanced phase 

improvement approaches to 159 SAD datasets. We evaluated our methods by using the same 

software (Phenix17) without and with the use of the new approaches presented in this work. 

We examined the correlation between final electron density maps produced by previously-

available algorithms in Phenix and the model map (calculated from final deposited 

structures) for these datasets (Fig. 3a). The map correlation, a standard metric of the quality 

of the structure determination process20, is plotted as a function of the anomalous signal in 

the data. The higher the map correlation the more closely the map corresponds to the final 

structure. We define a structure to be “solved” here if the map correlation is 0.50 or greater, 

though lower correlations indicate some degree of correctness of the electron density map.

Without including the improved algorithms described here, 50% of the datasets with 

anomalous signal in the range of 8-30 could be solved, (map correlations with the model-

phased map of 0.50 or greater, Fig. 3a). Applying the current algorithms (Fig. 3b) allows 

solution of 79% of these datasets. To place the capabilities of the Phenix algorithms in 

context of other available software and noting that a comparison was made recently between 

the Crank2 software and earlier Phenix algorithms using many of the same datasets, we 

carried out a comparison of our current Phenix with the Crank2 software11. We compared 

map quality obtained using the current algorithms as implemented in Phenix based on 73 of 

the most challenging datasets (from Fig. 3a, high-resolution limits ranging from 1.3 to 3.0 

Å) with those obtained with the recently-improved algorithms in the Crank2 software11 (Fig. 

3c). To focus on the structure determination algorithms, each analyses started with the 

substructures determined by Phenix. Each point (Fig. 3c) has as its x-value the map 

correlation for the structure produced by the enhanced Crank2 pipeline and its y-value the 

map correlation from Phenix. We found that 6 of 73 these difficult SAD datasets could not 

be solved by Crank2 but could be analyzed with Phenix to obtain maps with high correlation 

to those calculated from the deposited structure (Fig. 3c). We also carried out a comparison 

of Phenix and Crank2, each carrying out the entire process of finding the substructure 

through phase improvement and model-building. Eight of these datasets could be 

determined by Phenix but not by Crank2 using sites determined by Shelxc/d (Supplementary 

Figure 1) and 41 could be determined by Phenix but not Crank2 using sites determined by 

Crunch2 (Supplementary Figure 2).

We conclude that likelihood-based determination of the anomalous sub-structure, combined 

with improvements in methodology for phase improvement, can be powerful approaches for 

structure determination using SAD phasing. It further seems possible that additional 

improvements in substructure determination may be obtained by optimizing the likelihood 

scoring function and possibly also by combining the most powerful aspects of likelihood-

based methods such as scoring of partial substructures, identification of additional sites 
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based on a substructure, with the rapidity and extensive exploration of possible substructures 

possible with direct methods approaches.

Online Methods

Likelihood-based substructure determination

The substructure determination procedures implemented in the Phenix hybrid substructure 

search (HySS16) were modified to allow scoring based on a SAD likelihood function7 and 

substructure completion using log-likelihood gradient maps as described. The HySS 

infrastructure was further extended to allow automatic searches using data of varying 

resolution and parallel evaluation of substructures in which rapid dual-space algorithms are 

automatically alternated with slower likelihood-based algorithms, and in which the search is 

terminated if equivalent solutions are repeatedly found16. A typical command for mixed 

dual-space/LLG substructure determination is:

phenix.hyss data.sca 21 Se wavelength=0.9792

A brute-force likelihood-based substructure completion procedure was developed that uses 

m (typically 100) of the top-scoring two-site trial solutions to the anomalous difference 

Patterson function as seeds. A log-likelihood gradient map is calculated based on a trial 

solution and the n (typically 30) highest peaks in the map are added two at a time to the trial 

solution. All the resulting 4-site trial solutions are used in a step of automatic substructure 

and likelihood scoring, and the top p (typically five) resulting trial solutions are used in 

additional cycles (typically three) of completion and scoring. The top-scoring solution 

overall is then returned. A typical Phenix command for brute-force substructure 

determination is:

phenix.hyss strategy=brute_force merge_23.sca 21 S wavelength=1.7432 

resolution=3.5 rescore=phaser-complete nproc=6

Structure determination algorithms

The automated structure-determination procedures in the Phenix tools AutoSol20 and 

AutoBuild21 were extended and used in this work.

Statistical density modification is carried out as described19, and is used both in the absence 

and presence of a partial model of the structure. This density modification approach has the 

advantage, as do the approaches used in refinement in BUSTER22, that it is possible to 

specify the regions in the crystal that contain disordered solvent, those that contain modeled 

structure, those that contain unmodeled structure, and the distribution of as-yet-unmodeled 

density in each region23.

Optimization of parameters is carried out during the structure determination process. Some 

parameters are optimized within individual steps (many parameters are optimized in Phaser 

SAD phasing), and others are optimized using a scoring procedure based on the analysis of 

features in the resulting electron density maps. One parameter tested is the value of the 

smoothing radius used in identification of the solvent boundary in density modification3, 

scored based on the agreement factor (R-value) obtained from density modification20. A 
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second parameter tested automatically is the sharpening and anisotropy-correction of the 

data used in the substructure search process, with decision-making based on the electron 

density maps obtained20. Additionally, if the figure of merit of phasing is low (typically less 

than 0.35), then the number of cycles of density modification is reduced to four, with one 

overall cycle of mask identification19.

Map-based iteration of anomalous substructure determination14,15 is carried out if the figure 

of merit of phasing is low (typically if less than 0.35). Model-based iteration is also carried 

out in this case if the model that is built is very incomplete (for example if the R-value is 

higher than 0.35). The likelihood-based procedure for completion of a partial model of the 

substructure can take into account information on the remainder of the structure. This 

algorithm can use partial structure information from either density-modified electron density 

maps or partial models built into these electron density maps to find the locations of 

anomalously-scattering atoms not identified in the initial stages of structure solution. These 

improved models for the substructure can then be used to obtain improved phases, density-

modified maps, and models.

Parallel automated model-building is carried out in cases where standard model-building 

yields a very incomplete model. It extends the use of model averaging in iterative model-

building24 by carrying out an iterative model-building procedure multiple times, followed by 

map-averaging to improve the resulting electron density maps and choice of working models 

based on their agreement with the data (R-values).

The use of these extensions is controlled by individual keywords or by the “thoroughness” 

parameter. When set to “medium” all the new algorithms described here except for brute-

force substructure completion and parallel autobuilding are used. This is the value of 

“thoroughness” used in the comparisons shown in Fig. 3.

A typical command used in this work for automated structure determination with 

phenix.autosol was:

phenix.autosol unit_cell=‘65.648 70.734 93.922 90 90 90’ data=w3.sca 

atom_type=se lambda=0.97936 seq_file=1vlm.fa thoroughness=medium

where the unit cell is provided in this case because the data file does not contain this 

information. This is followed by a phenix.autobuild command such as,

phenix.autobuild data=AutoSol_run_1_/overall_best_refine_data.mtz \ seq_file=../

1vlm.fa ha_file=AutoSol_run_1_/overall_best_ha_pdb.pdb \ 

map_file=AutoSol_run_1_/overall_best_denmod_map_coeffs.mtz \ 

model=AutoSol_run_1_/overall_best.pdb extreme_dm=False \ 

rebuild_in_place=False

Parallel model-building was carried out using the Phenix tool phenix.parallel_autobuild. 

This procedure consists of n (typically 8-16) parallel runs of the automated model-building, 

density-modification and refinement algorithm implemented in phenix.autobuild. Each run 

uses a different random seed, generating variation in the linkages between peptide fragments 

when models are built and yielding slightly or even substantially different final models. 
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When all runs are completed, the resulting density-modified electron density maps are 

averaged, the model with the lowest R-value is chosen, and the averaged map and chosen 

model are used as starting points for the next cycle of parallel model-building. This entire 

process is repeated (typically three times total) to yield a final model and density-modified 

electron density map. This procedure is carried out with a command such as,

phenix.parallel_autobuild run_command=qsub nproc=48 data=AutoSol_run_2_/

overall_best_refine_data.mtz seq_file=../1vlm.fa ha_file=AutoSol_run_2_/

overall_best_ha_pdb.pdb map_file=AutoSol_run_2_/

overall_best_denmod_map_coeffs.mtz model=AutoSol_run_2_/overall_best.pdb 

extreme_dm=True rebuild_in_place=False

Data from the Protein Data Bank

All the data used in this work except the CysZ datasets and synthetic data were downloaded 

from the Protein Data Bank1. SAD datasets, along with the anomalously-scattering atoms, 

the wavelengths of data collection, and the deposited models, are automatically extracted 

using the Phenix tool phenix.sad_data_from_pdb. The datasets used are listed in the 

spreadsheets supplied as supplementary material (Supplementary Data 1 and Supplementary 

Data 3). The model-phased anomalous difference maps and 2mFo-DFc exp(iφc) maps25 

were calculated using the models deposited in the PDB, except that any combinations of 

SAD data and model that had an R-value greater than 0.30 were re-refined with Phenix17 

before use. This included data from PDB entries 2b78, 2prr, 3p96, 2hba, 2a6b, and 2avn.

Data from the following PDB entries were used in this work (for additional details of 

datasets used and results for each dataset see Supplementary Data 1 and Supplementary Data 

3): 1VJN , 1VJR , 1VJZ , 1VK4 , 1VKM26, 1VLM , 1VQR27, 1Z82 , 1ZYB , 2A3N , 

2A6B , 2AML , 2AVN , 2B8M , 2ETD , 2ETJ , 2ETS28, 2ETV , 2EVR29, 2F4P , 2FDN30, 

2FEA31, 2FFJ , 2FG029, 2FG9 , 2FNA32, 2FQP , 2FUR , 2FZT , 2G42 , 2GC9 , 2NLV33, 

2NUJ , 2NWV33, 2O08 , 2O1Q , 2O2X , 2O2Z , 2O3L , 2O62 , 2O7T , 2O8Q , 2OBP , 

2OC5 , 2OD5 , 2OD6 , 2OH3 , 2OKC , 2OKF33, 2OOJ , 2OPK , 2OSD , 2OTM , 2OZG , 

2OZJ , 2P10 , 2P4O , 2P7I , 2P97 , 2PG3 , 2PG4 , 2PGC , 2PIM , 2PN1 , 2PPV , 2PR7 , 

2PRV , 2PRX , 2PV4 , 2PW4 , 3K9G34, 3KM334, 3QQC35, 2AZP, 2HZG, 2QDN36, 

2W1Y37, 4J8S38, 2I52, 2ZY639, 3GB540.

Re-analysis of CysZ merged datasets using Phenix code developed prior to any use of the 
CysZ datasets

In order to examine whether the availability of the CysZ datasets during development of 

Phenix brute-force substructure determination caused a bias in our comparison of alternative 

methods, we created an unbiased Phenix version by combining the release version 1.9-1692 

of Phenix with working updates developed prior to our first examination or use of any CysZ 

datasets. (Normally there are working versions of Phenix built every night that we could use 

for this purpose, but during this period the installer software was being updated and no 

nightly builds are available.) These updates are available along with instructions for 

combining them with 1.9-1692 of Phenix at http://www.phenix-online.org/phenix_data/
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terwilliger/. We used this version of Phenix to analyze each dataset in Fig. 2 (these data are 

available as Supplementary Data 8) using the commands:

phenix.hyss merge_16.sca 21 S wavelength=1.7432 resolution=3.5 rescore=phaser-

complete strategy=brute_force n_llg_add_at_once=2 max_multiple=1 

n_top_llg=20 n_top_patt=30 nproc=64

where the name of the datafile was changed for each dataset but the other commands were 

fixed. Correct sites were assessed by the distance between sites in each solution and the 

corresponding symmetry-equivalent sites in the sulfur atoms in PDB entry 3tx3, with sites 

within 3 Å considered as matching. As discussed in the text this analysis yielded a number 

of correct sites for each dataset differing by at most two sites from the number found with 

the fully-developed Phenix version used in Fig. 2. For example, for the dataset merge_16.sca 

corresponding to the datapoint marked with an arrow in Fig. 2a, the solution obtained 

contained 25 sites, of which 17 were within 3 Å of a sulphur site in PDB entry 3tx3, and 

which had an rms difference from corresponding sulphur sites in 3tx3 of 0.50 Å.

Comparison of Phenix and Crank2 structure determination with substructure 
determination carried out by Crunch2 or Shelxc/d

We carried out comparisons of Phenix and Crank2, each carrying out the entire process of 

finding the substructure through phase improvement and model-building. The Phenix 

structure determinations and overall procedures are the same as those shown in Fig. 3c. The 

Crank2 structure determinations began either with sites obtained by Crunch243 or by sites 

determined by Shelxc/d5,18, in each case using default parameters in the CCP4i interface41. 

Eight of these datasets could be determined by Phenix but not by Crank2 using sites 

determined by Shelxc/d5,18 (Supplementary Figure 1) and 41 could be determined by Phenix 

but not Crank2 using sites determined by Crunch243 (Supplementary Figure 2).

We note that there are many powerful software algorithms and suites for automatic or semi-

automatic determination of macromolecular structures (for example, refs 9,11,18,44–47) and 

that we could have chosen any of these for comparisons. We chose the Crank2 software11 

because it had been recently compared with Phenix and because we used many of the same 

PDB entries in this work as were used in that comparison (though we have used remote and 

edge data and 8 sulfur SAD datasets not used in that previous work). As most of these 

datasets were available for both algorithms tested, this choice reduced the bias that can be 

introduced by using the same datasets in testing and development. We re-analyzed all the 

data with Crank2 in the CCP4 suite44 as the edge and remote datasets had not been analyzed 

previously and as the map correlation information for individual peak datasets was not 

available from the previous work11.

The parameters used for Phenix structure determination are as described above:

phenix.autosol unit_cell=‘65.648 70.734 93.922 90 90 90’ data=w3.sca 

atom_type=se lambda=0.97936 seq_file=1vlm.fa thoroughness=medium).

Parameters used for Crank2 substructure determination were default parameters in the 

CCP4i interface41 except for the wavelength and scattering factors which were taken from 

the Phenix analysis. For the dataset above for example, the Phenix analysis estimated that 
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the scattering factors were f’=–8.0 f”=4.5 based on the atom type of selenium and 

wavelength of 0.97936. Datasets for which no result was obtained using Crank2 (due to 

software crashes) are excluded from the analysis (these 7 datasets are listed in 

Supplementary Data 3).

Parameters for the Shelxc/d substructure determination for this dataset were:

TITL CRANK_fa.ins SAD in P21212

CELL 0.98000 65.65 70.73 93.92 90.00 90.00 90.00

LATT -1

SYMM –X, –Y, Z

SYMM 1/2–X, 1/2+Y, –Z

SYMM 1/2+X, 1/2–Y, –Z

SFAC SE

UNIT 192

SHEL 999 3.3

PATS

FIND 12

MIND –1.5 –0.1

NTRY 500

SEED 1

HKLF 3

END

Comparison of methods for substructure determination using model SAD data

We compared the overall LLG completion and likelihood-based scoring approach with other 

widely-used methods for finding the anomalously-scattering substructure that process the 

data differently, obtain Patterson-based seeds differently, and use different implementations 

of completion and scoring. We used a set of synthetic datasets that have been used as 

challenging tests of the ability of crystallographic software to determine macromolecular 

structures using datasets with very low anomalous signal (http://bl831.als.lbl.gov/~jamesh/

challenge/anom/). These datasets were created with varying simulated levels of substitution 

of sulfur with selenium at methionine residues and therefore varying levels of anomalous 

signal. The simulated datasets contain 12 selenium sites. The high-resolution limit of the 

data used in all tests (3.5 Å) was chosen to be the resolution at which the anomalous signal 
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(the mean model-phased anomalous difference Fourier peak height at positions of the 

substructure) was maximal. The tests were carried out within the Phenix17 and CCP441 

software packages.

The number of sites identified correctly by each of several approaches are shown 

(Supplementary Figure 3) as a function of the anomalous signal in the datasets. The dual-

space approach implemented in HySS and the difference Fourier approach in SOLVE42 

correctly generally identified most of the sites when the anomalous signal was about 12 or 

greater (though the SOLVE approach was less consistent and solved the substructure in one 

dataset with a signal of 10 but did not solve it in a dataset with a signal of 13.) The dual-

space methods in Crunch243 and Shelxc/d5,18 correctly identified most of the substructure in 

datasets with anomalous signal of 10.5 or greater and 9.4 or greater, respectively. The LLG 

completion and likelihood-scoring approach described here identified most of the 

substructure in datasets with anomalous signal of 8.7 or greater. As the substructure 

determination methods tested here have some flexibility in how extensive a search is carried 

out, we also tested Shelxc/d substructure identification with a thorough search (100,000 tries 

compared to a typical 1000 tries), and our brute-force LLG completion approach in which 

pairs of sites identified from LLG maps were tested together rather than adding a single site 

at a time. The Shelxd search correctly determined most of the substructure for datasets with 

anomalous signal of about 8.7 or greater, and the brute-force LLG approach was successful 

for those with signal of 8.1 or greater, (Supplementary Figure 3). As discussed in the main 

text, it is difficult to compare algorithms with those developed by others without bias. The 

Phenix brute-force combinatorial approach was developed specifically to solve this set of 

datasets, while the Shelxc/d software was static, so it is possible that Shelxc/d could be used 

or modified in a way that would allow it to solve a greater fraction of these datasets. We 

tried to partially compensate for this by allowing very extensive sampling with Shelxc/d, 

involving even more computation than that used for the brute-force approach. For the 

dataset with the lowest anomalous signal (8.9) that could be solved by Shelxc/d, 106 

minutes were required for 100,000 tries using Shelxc/d on a 4-processor machine, and 49 

minutes were required for the same dataset and machine for calculations using the brute-

force likelihood-based approach. Taken together, our analyses (Fig. 1 and Supplementary 

Figure 1) indicate that LLG completion and likelihood scoring can be at least as effective for 

finding the anomalous substructure in these datasets as the most powerful existing methods.

Parameters used for the Phenix brute-force and Shelxc/d analysis of the data with anomalous 

signal of 8.7 and used for the timing comparison.

The Phenix command used for this analysis was:

phenix.hyss frac0.83_2.3.mtz n_top_llg=30 \ 

comparison_emma_model=perfect_ha.pdb \ 12 se resolution=3.5 rescore=phaser-

complete \ strategy=brute_force wavelength=0.9792 nproc=4 max_multiple=1

where the comparison_emma_model allowed monitoring the number of correct sites during 

the analysis. To verify that this comparison model had no effect on the outcome a run was 

carried out without this keyword. This run also yielded 12 correct sites.
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The Shelxc/d parameters (obtained with a default use of the Crank2 CCP4i interface) were:

TITL frac0_83_1_shelxc_fa.ins SAD in P65

CELL 0.98000 52.65 52.65 217.04 90.00 90.00 120.00

LATT -1

SYMM -Y, X-Y, 2/3+Z

SYMM -X+Y, -X, 1/3+Z

SYMM -X, -Y, 1/2+Z

SYMM Y, -X+Y, 1/6+Z

SYMM X-Y, X, 5/6+Z

SFAC SE

UNIT 288

SHEL 42.036 3.5

PATS

FIND 12

MIND -3.5

NTRY 100000

SEED 1

HKLF 3

END

Comparison of sensitivity of likelihood-based scoring with correlation scoring.

We used the CysZ sulfur-SAD datasets in a test comparing the sensitivity of likelihood-

based scoring with that of correlation scoring. Trial solutions for the CysZ anomalous 

substructure were constructed by seeding Phenix dual-space substructure determination with 

one to 21 correct sites and generating substructures with 29 sites. After this process 2068 

trial solutions were obtained containing 0 to 18 correct sites (within 3 Å of a corresponding 

sulfur position in the deposited model). These trial substructures were then rescored using 

data from the various merged CysZ datasets and either likelihood- or correlation-based 

scoring. To evaluate the utility of each scoring method for differentiating correct from 

incorrect solutions, the scores were converted to Z-scores showing how many standard 

deviations each score is above the mean for solutions with zero or one correct site for the 

corresponding dataset. The mean Z-scores are shown (Supplementary Figure 4) as a function 
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of the number of correct sites in solutions using CysZ merged datasets with anomalous 

signal less than or greater than 7.5. On average the LLG-based Z-scores are double the 

correlation-based Z-scores, indicating a substantially greater utility in discrimination of 

correct from incorrect solutions.

Distribution of likelihood-based scores for CysZ merged dataset

We tested whether it was possible to identify correct solutions based on their LLG scores 

and numbers of sites added during the LLG completion process. We found that largely-

correct solutions to a merged CysZ dataset (those containing at least half of the known sites) 

based on data from three crystals are readily identifiable based on their high LLG scores and 

large numbers of sites added in the likelihood-based completion process (Supplementary 

Figure 5).

Map correlation as function of anomalous signal for SAD datasets from the PDB after 
parallel autobuilding

We tested our approach for following the initial structure determination procedure with 

randomly-seeded parallel autobuilding and map averaging. This resulted in a total of 81% of 

the datasets with anomalous signal from 8-30 yielding a final map correlation of 0.50 or 

greater (Supplementary Figure 6)

Effects of optimizations on performance of Phenix structure determination

We carried out a series of tests to identify the effects of various optimizations on the overall 

performance of Phenix structure determination. We examined the utility of testing both 

uncorrected and anisotropy-corrected and sharpened data in structure determination 

(Supplementary Figure 7a). We also examined using only a dual-space substructure search 

with using dual-space and likelihood-based searches in parallel (Supplementary Figure 7b), 

and not using parameter testing or iteration of substructure searches with using both 

(Supplementary Figure 7c). The optimizations are scored during the structure determination 

process based primarily on an evaluation of the electron density map. We note that as this 

evaluation metric is not perfectly correlated with true map quality, there are some cases 

where optimization yields a poorer result than using a simpler method.

Comparison of Phenix and Crank2 approaches using synthetic datasets

We applied the current Phenix algorithms and the Crank2 approaches to the synthetic 

datasets examined above (see Supplementary Figure 3). In this comparison, the known 

anomalous sub-structure was used with the synthetic data to calculate phases and an 

anomalous difference Fourier. The highest peaks in this map were used as the starting sub-

structure, and the map correlation obtained using each approach is plotted as a function of 

the anomalous signal in the synthetic data. We found that the Crank2 approaches 

(Supplementary Figure 8) yielded a largely-correct solution (with a map correlation of at 

least 0.5) when the anomalous signal was at least 7.5. Structure determination was also 

carried out using the Phenix AutoSol and AutoBuild approaches described here. The initial 

structure determination with AutoSol was carried out once for each dataset, then this 

solution was improved with AutoBuild five separate times, each with a different random 
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seed for the process of iterative automated model-building, density modification and 

refinement. Each of these individual AutoBuild analyses yielded a largely-correct solution 

when the anomalous signal was about 7 or greater. Averaging of the five maps from 

automated model-building and iteration of the entire process of carrying out five model-

building applications in parallel yielded largely-correct solutions when the anomalous signal 

was as low as 6.5.

Display software used

We used Coot48 for display and analysis of images of electron density as in Fig. 3c.

Data availability

The CysZ datasets were generously provided by Q. Liu and W. Hendrickson and are 

available from them at http://x4.nsls.bnl.gov/native-SAD/CysZ_native-

SAD_individual_plus_merged.tar.bz2. The rescaled and combined datasets used in Fig. 2 

and the spreadsheets used to tabulate the data and prepare the figures are available at http://

www.phenix-online.org/phenix_data/terwilliger/. The synthetic data are available at http://

bl831.als.lbl.gov/~jamesh/challenge/occ_scan.

Software availability

All the Phenix tools and code described here are available from the Phenix web site at http://

www.phenix-online.org. Version 1.9 of Phenix and closely related nightly builds were used 

for all the calculations in this work except for the brute force substructure calculations which 

were carried out with versions dev-1734 and later. All the features described here are 

available in versions dev-1801 and later of Phenix.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Comparison of substructure completion algorithms. (a) Dual-space substructure completion. 

Fraction of sites correctly identified using the dual-space algorithm implemented in HySS 

within the Phenix17 software system is plotted as a function of the anomalous signal in each 

SAD dataset. Anomalous signal is the mean peak height of a normalized anomalous 

difference Fourier map, phased using the deposited model or a refined model based on the 

deposited model (for datasets where the deposited model did not correspond to the 

anomalous dataset), at the coordinates of the atoms in the anomalous substructure (see text). 

Substructure searches were carried out with default parameters and include trials at varying 

resolutions. (b) Likelihood-based substructure determination as in a, except that the scoring 

and substructure completion is carried out using the SAD likelihood function.
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Figure 2. 
Application of substructure completion algorithms to CysZ datasets merged from varying 

numbers of crystals. (a) Dual-space substructure determination with Shelxc/d 5,18 (100,000 

tries, purple crosses) and brute-force likelihood-based completion (blue circles) are shown. 

A cutoff of 3.5 Å was used throughout. We also tested a cutoff of 2.8 Å for Shelxc/d and 

obtained similar results (At least 8 of 21 sites were found for 6 datasets using a cutoff of 2.8 

Å and for 7 datasets using a cutoff of 3.5 Å). Correct sites found (out of a possible 21) are 

shown as a function of the anomalous signal in the merged datasets (mean peak height at 

positions of atoms in the known substructure in model-phased anomalous difference Fourier 

map). (b) As in a, but showing sites found as a function of the number of crystals included 

in merging. The values for numbers of crystals are slightly offset so that multiple values can 

be seen. (c) Model and density-modified electron density map obtained by default 

application of Phenix structure determination algorithms beginning with the sites marked 

with the arrow in a (merged data from crystals 2 and 6 of Liu et al10).
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Figure 3. 
Map correlation after structure determination. (a) Map correlation as function of anomalous 

signal for SAD datasets from the PDB. Phenix17 structure determination without using the 

new features described here. (b) as in a with optimized procedures enabled using the 

parameter “thoroughness” set to “medium” (See Online Methods). (c) Comparison of 

structure determination using Phenix with structure determination using Crank211 starting 

with substructure determined with Phenix. The labels indicate whether Phenix and Crank2 

succeed in obtaining an electron density map with correlation of 0.50 or greater.
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